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“What a strange thing! to be alive. beneath cherry blossoms.” ― Kobayashi Issa, Poems• March 31, 2021

DEBATE MIND CONTROL

Author JusticeTI

"DEBATE MIND CONTROL" - AND HOW

EVERYTHING IS CONNECTED - BECAUSE

THEY WANT TOTAL CONTROL -

INCLUDING YOUR MIND....

ON THIS SITE - YOU WILL

FIND - MORE THAN

DEBATE - MIND CONTROL -

AS IT IS A FACT

AS SHOWN HERE! - FIND

OUT  HOW EVERYTHING IS

CONNECTED

WITH - VIDEOS - FILMS -

MAPS - HISTORY OF MIND

CONTROL - AND MUCH

MORE

WE ARE SORRY - SOME

SHOCKING DETAIL IS

PROVIDED AND THEN A

PAGE

OF H0PE AND A - "CALL TO

ACTION"

BECAUSE THERE ARE

MANY - TRYING TO WAKE

- "THE HUMANS" ON

EARTH

BRAIN HACKING AND

MIND CONTROL ARE THE

MEANS TO

"ELECTRONIC SLAVERY"

OF THE WORLDIT IS

EVIL - A MANIPULATIVE

- THREATENING -

TORTURE AND A LIFE

DEMEANING PROCESS

UNFORTUNATELY FOR

SOME IT ENDS IN

SUICIDE! - INCREDIBLY

IT IS IMPLEMENTED

BY OUR GOVERNMENTS

AND IS INTENDED  AS A

"TOTAL CONTROL

SYSTEM"  FOR

EVERYONE

NIKOLA TESLA - KNEW

THROUGH ELECTRICITY

THAT THE

FULL ARTICLE

Whistleblower Exposes Out of Control

FBI/Local Police Fusion Centers
This system totally abrogates

everyone’s Constitutional, Civil, and

Human Rights in favor of tyrannical

rule by the elite, and favoritism of

those who would gladly sell out their

neighbor for goods, services, and

undue favor.”

To keep America safe from the many

security threats facing our nation, the

FBI began partnering with state, local,

tribal, and campus law enforcement

after the horrific terrorist attacks by

Osama bin Laden and his bloodthirsty

Islamic group known as al-Qaeda on

Sept. 11, 2001. The facilities that

housed these inter-agency

counterterrorists were called

FBI/Fusion Centers.

Prior to the 9/11 attack in New York

City, Washington, D.C., and

Pennsylvania except for but a few

federal cops and intelligence

community officers and analysts, no

one saw these radical Muslims on the

nation’s “radar.”

FBI / Fusion Centers, was created

after 9-11 to “fuse” Federal and Local

Law Enforcement information to

protect America from “Terrorists,”

Author: Karen Melton Stewart

instead have been creating hundreds

of thousands of false dossiers on

honest, law-abiding American citizens

in order to justify secretly bloating the

fraudulent Terrorist Watchlist, for a

fabricated enemy to rally resources

against Review Full Article
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Gang Stalking: Conspiracy, Delusion, and Shared Belief

Part 2: When group affiliation reinforces delusion-like beliefs.

"Paranoia, they destroy ya." —Destroyer, The Kinks

Note: This is Part 2 of a three-part series on "gang stalking."

Conspiracy Theory or Delusion?

Is gang stalking—the belief that there’s a coordinated effort to surveil, harass, and

control the minds of thousands of people around the globe—a conspiracy theory,

a delusion, or something else? In Part 1 of this post, “Gang Stalking: Real-Life

Harassment or Textbook Paranoia?”, I discussed the evidence for the

phenomenon being best explained as a textbook example of a paranoid delusion.

If you haven’t read it yet, please do so now. Review Full Article Author TIDale

Gang Stalking: A Case of Mass Hysteria?

Part 3: When mass paranoia occurs through mass

suggestion.

"Old George Orwell got it backward. Big Brother isn't watching. He's

singing and dancing. He's pulling rabbits out of a hat. Big Brother's

busy holding your attention every moment you're awake. He's

making sure you're always distracted. He's making sure you're fully

absorbed. He's making sure your imagination withers. Until it's as

useful as your appendix. He's making sure your attention is always

filled. And this being fed, it's worse than being watched. With the

world always filling you, no one has to worry about what's in your

mind. With everyone's imagination atrophied, no one will ever be a

threat to the world.”

—Chuck Palahniuk, Lullaby Review Full Article
Author TIDale

“When spring came, even the false spring, there were no problems except where to be

happiest.

The only thing that could spoil a

day was people and if you could

keep from making engagements,

each day had no limits. People

were always the limiters of

happiness except for the very few

that were as good as spring itself.”

― Ernest Hemingway, A Moveable

Feast
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Welcome TI Community To Our TI Library.

Our Targeted Individual Library is a collection of downloadable books,

Court Cases, TI Newspaper, Manuals, Reports, and Letters. All

submitted by fellow TIs to help Targeted Individuals network together.

TI Reports

Why Human Subjects Research Protection Is
Important

Participation of human subjects in research presents a challenging
ethical dilemma. A research subject may be asked to participate in a
study of no benefit and no substantial risk or in a study with the potential
for significant benefit but also significant risk.

Inputs For Psychosocial Dynamics Conducive To

Torture and Ill-Treatment

This statement is with respect to the inputs requested for
psychosocial dynamics conducive to torture and
ill-treatment report (To inform the Special Rapporteur’s
annual interim report to be presented to the General
Assembly at its 75th Session

Gang-Stalking – Three Signs of Perp-Mentality

How gang-stalkers are led to think with the ‘reptilian brain’,
and how targeted individuals may be the ‘indigo children’ of
the New Age.     4 Pages

TI Court Cases
(Class Action) SUPERIOR COURT

J. TANNY NO: 500-06-000972-196 Applicant -vs.- ROYAL

VICTORIA HOSPITAL

(…) and MCGILL UNIVERSITY,

legal person duly constituted, having its head office at 310-845

Sherbrooke Street West, City of Montreal, Province of Quebec,

H3A 0G4

TI Books
The Matrix Deciphered

The Matrix Deciphered This is a book
written by Robert Duncan (The Saint).
It is non-fiction and original research.
Monday, November 8, 2010
The Matrix Deciphered
Bio of Author
“True nobility is exempt from fear”.
– King Henry the Sixth, Part II (Act IV,
Scene I). 194 Pages

TI Newspaper

TI Manuals
Mk Ultra Project Manual For Organized
Gang-Stalking Operations
Psychological

A real -partly- operations manual PDF for

‘Gang Stalking’ (also: Psy-War, FBI

CoIntelPro, Community-Based Stalking,

Organized Stalking, Information War etc.)
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Senate Passes Surveillance Bill Without Ban On Web History Snooping

The Senate has voted to reauthorize the USA Freedom Act, bringing the

surveillance bill closer to becoming law. The USA Freedom

Reauthorization Act restores government powers that expired in March

with Section 215 of the Patriot Act. While the Senate adopted an

amendment to expand oversight, it shot down a proposal that would have

restricted warrantless collection of internet search and web browsing

data.

The USA Freedom Reauthorization Act lets law enforcement collect

“tangible things” related to national security investigations without a

warrant, requiring only approval from a secret court that has reportedly

rubber-stamped many requests. It passed the House of Representatives

earlier this year, but it stalled in the Senate during the start of the

coronavirus pandemic. Today, senators approved it with 80 votes for and

16 votes against, according to The Hill. The House of Representatives will

need to approve the amended version of the bill before sending it to the

president’s desk. Review Full Article

Nycole Nykki My TI Story

Hello Chris Morgan, This is Nicole Larkin I am still being

targeted by a guy working with Oxford at Iron Horse

apartments name Mike and his

employees names are Corey

Coleman, Leroy Beatts,

Rayshawn Cooke, Kisha, Trinie,

Kelly, Jerry, Linda, Micheal.

They have had a product on me

call dew that the military use

against the enemies or as an

experiment on people. He also

has Illegal surveillance place on

me. As well as telling me I’m an

Targeted Individual. There is

continuous sexual activity

happening within their group

and location while they are

stocking me. They are having

sex with each other and telling

I’m being placed in the Federal

Witness protection program. Which is not being

Review Full Article

Author: Karen Melton Stewart

Richard Moore U.S Anti Gang

Association

Covert Harassment
Gang stalking and covert harassment

(including organized stalking &

psychological harassment/violence) are

technology based crimes, often, in my

opinion, for torture, as well as for

experimentation. With the technologies,

they are able to monitor the target at all

times, and they do. This is essential in

coordinating the organized stalkers and

harassers in public, and to have real time

dispatches to neighbors of the target

(torture victim), when sounds and other

intrusive harassment acts are to be

performed. The technologies of

surveillance can be satellite based or

remote, but I am inclined to believe that

they are using satellite based technologies,

which not only surveill, but invade the

minds, for the all too common alterations

of moods and mental states that are

reported by victims. Sounds far fetched?

They have researched electromagnetic

frequency aimed at the body and mind of

animals and humans for some time. Please

follow some of the links below, but

continue to read some revealing aspects of

these terrible human right abuses, and

crimes against humanity:
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